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The Family Violence Prevention Foundation of Australia trading as Violence Free Families.
Our fundamental belief is that children and adults all have the right to live in homes free of violence
and trauma, in “Violence Free Families”.
The potential for community benefit is enormous and it is our ambition that Violence Free Families
will become a reality for all families in Australia.
www.violencefreefamiles.org.au

LETTER FROM
THE CHAIR
In the past 12 months, we
have focused on developing
opportunities to work with other
agencies with the aim of rolling
out more online programs. These
agencies are based around the
country and many have worked
directly or indirectly in the family
violence field.
As for last year, much of our effort
has been focused on addressing
bureaucratic requirements in
Victoria and New South Wales with
the aim of funding our online men’s
program sustainably.
Upgrades of the program have
continued both at the technology
and content level. Blackboard
International continues to be a
strong and generous supporter of
the program with their software
licensing, technical advice and
other assistance.
Although we have made some
headway, delays have meant
that we have not had a new
online program start this year.
Conversations about new programs
are ongoing but we do not have an
estimated time for the roll out of
the next program.

We had a major fund-raising
event: an auction of fibreglass
horse statues. The auction was
very successful although not all of
the horses were sold. We are now
hiring unsold horses for display to
bring in funds whilst offering them
for private sale.
An excellent news article about
VFF and its work by journalist
Danny Tran was published on the
ABC website. This has helped us to
spread the word about what we do.
The Board accepted, with regret,
the resignation of Kate Strain
as a member of the Board this
year. We thank her for her
outstanding contributions and
wish her the very best in her
future endeavours.
We had the pleasure of inducting
both Kate Strain and Kaye
Swanton as the first Life Members
of Violence Free Families in
recognition of their significant
contributions to our work.
As I step down from the Board,
along with Directors Barry
Hickman and Professor Thea
Brown, having reached the

It is most regrettable that the men’s behaviour change
program sector and relevant Government Departments
have not yet accepted the potential value of this program
and refuse to support or fund it. This irrational resistance to
innovation flies in the face of good evidence and is costing
the lives and welfare of children and women throughout
Australia who could have been helped. This is especially true
of regional and rural Australia where few, if any, alternatives
are available.
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VISION, RATIONALE
AND OBJECTIVES
nine-year limit in the Constitution,
I speak for all of us in looking
forward to the 2019 year and
continued successful innovation
by Violence Free Families in family
violence prevention.

Dr David Smyth
Chairperson

Our vision is summed up in our name, Violence Free Families. We aim to reduce all types of family
violence: physical, psychological, financial and sexual. We provide a nation-wide community focus for
action against violence. Fundamental to our existence is the belief that all children, and all adults, have
the right to live in homes free of violence and trauma. The potential for community benefit is enormous.
As a community-based organisation, Violence Free Families recognises that the most serious element
of this complex problem is violence perpetrated by men against women and that one in four Australian
children witnesses or experiences this violence or abuse. Our current programs are directed towards this
element as a priority.

HISTORY
The Family Violence Prevention Foundation of Australia,
trading as Violence Free Families, was established in
2009 to build on the previous 14 years of experience in
family violence prevention activities by the Rotary Club of
Brighton, Victoria.
From 1995 to 2002 the Club provided men’s behaviour
change programs in the Bayside area through “Bayside
Family Support”, a non-profit company established for that
purpose. In 2002 it transferred this service to prominent
Melbourne counselling agency LifeWorks Relationships
Counselling and Education Services. In 2003, the program
received a national Crime Prevention Award.
From 2002 to 2006 the Club supported the Bayside
program and others run by LifeWorks with funding and
professional support. Hundreds more families benefited,
and an ongoing survey showed an encouragingly high
success rate, at least in the short term.

In 2006, the Club sponsored a two-year evaluation by
Monash University into men’s behaviour change programs
and their outcomes, with the aid of Australian Rotary
Health and LifeWorks. This was completed in August 2009
but it identified a further need for a longitudinal study
into the outcomes of men’s behaviour change programs
for men, their partners (or former partners) and children.
This led to the creation of Violence Free Families as a
national charity capable of attracting wider support
from the community at large and from Rotary. The vital
longitudinal research project commenced in 2011 and
was completed in the 2016/17 year. We appreciated the
financial support of the Commonwealth Government for
part of the costs of the study.
Overlapping this study, we commenced the design and
development of the innovative online men’s family violence
program, described more fully in a separate article.
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Research Study into the Long-Term
Effectiveness of Male Family Violence
Prevention Programs in Australia
This study examined the results of face to face behaviour change programs
for violent men over the long term. These programs were believed to be
one of the most effective ways of helping men to stop their violence but no
large-scale systematic study of them had ever been conducted in Australia.
Violence Free Families raised the funds for this study and it was supported
by a talented and diverse academic reference committee.

Who conducted
the study?

What was the
study about?

The lead researchers were:

The study assessed the short and
long-term results of men’s behaviour
change programs. Data was collected
through a series of questionnaires
to participants and their partners
(or former partners). Additional data
came from interviews and web data
collection. Partner assessments
were an important aspect of the
study plan.

• Professor Emeritus Thea Brown,
former Professor of Social Work
and Research Professor at Monash
University, and
• Dr Catherine Flynn, Senior
Lecturer in Social Work at
Monash University, with special
responsibilities for honours
studies.
The academic reference committee
brought together a cross-section
of members with a wide range of
relevant skills and knowledge to
provide significant input and advice.
The committee included:
• three program managers from
agencies located in participating
states
• a legal expert with human
research ethics committee
experience
• a medical practitioner with special
interest in family medicine
• an agency chief executive
• a professional manager with a
research background.
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The need for more research
into intervention programs has
been recognised in the Federal
Government’s National Plan to
Reduce Violence Against Women
and Their Children, April 2009, and
was further supported by a survey of
agencies providing programs in 2012
by URBIS Research.

The results
The key results showed that the
programs work, they work well and
they work in the long term.
This is the first study in Australia
to provide clarity in this highly
contested area. It supports the
results of a decade-old study in the
USA into earlier versions of these
programs and a shorter more recent
UK study. It began with 270 men and
concluded with 71 still responding
two to three years later.
The study showed that there is
a sharp reduction in the nature
and severity of violence over the
duration of the programs and that
this reduction is maintained and
improved upon in subsequent
months and years. Most of the
men become violence free or
almost violence free two years
after their program.
This continued reduction in violence
is not without effort. Men fear
relapsing and often seek further
help. This does not negate the value
of the programs, which set them on
this path.

The study also showed that:
• There is no evidence that one
type of violence is transferred
to another, eg, physical to
psychological. All types
reduce together.
• Mandated men have significantly
better results than nonmandated men. This may be
due to motivation and the role
of Corrections in managing the
men and possibly also to the
lower incidence of mental health
problems among mandated men.
• A critical factor in the quality of
programs, as viewed by the men,
is the quality of the facilitators.
The group dynamics are
frequently cited as another vital
factor. Program design did not
seem to play a great part.
• Partners who were in a current
relationship with the man,
original or new, were positive.
• Partners who had separated felt
it had not protected them or had
come too late.

Other factors of
importance were:
Substance abuse
Approximately 27% reported
problems with alcohol. This
had improved to about 14% in
later surveys.

Mental illness
Approximately 34% reported
mental illness and it might
be speculated that this is an
underestimate. The most frequent
problem reported was depression.
This rate did not change.

Parenting
A high percentage of men (~40%)
were living in households with
children. Another high percentage
had been referred by courts in
connection with child access and
contact matters. The programs do
not deal with parenting issues in an
adequate way and this is a need that
should be addressed more fully.

Benefits
The benefits of this study, which cost in
excess of $500,000, will be:
• better quality programs through
comparing the results of the different
types of program in current use.
• improved funding for programs
(from both Government and
community sources) because
decision makers can have greater
confidence that the money will be
well spent. However, if the results are
negative, fundamental re-thinking
is required. The value of men’s
behaviour change programs seems
to be poorly understood and they
are chronically under-funded. Long
waiting lists are normal and this is,
effectively, denial of service because
men lose interest. At present,
families typically experience seven to
ten years of violence before seeking
help. In this time, irreparable damage
is done, especially to children.
The ultimate beneficiaries of this study
will be the children and women in the
community who suffer family violence.
A synopsis and the full report can
be found on our website www.
violencefreefamilies.org.au.
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THE ONLINE MEN’S FAMILY
VIOLENCE PROGRAM
In an age where technology is used
for long-range medicine, research,
and education of many kinds, when
most households have access to
the Internet, and with the National
Broadband Network rolling out, we
have embraced the opportunity to
make use of this technology for men’s
behaviour change programs.
The Online Men’s Behaviour Change
Program (OMBCP) is a psychoeducational interactive group
program designed to improve the
safety and welfare of women and
children who are suffering from male
violence in their homes by changing
the attitudes and behaviour of men.
It uses a similar ‘curriculum’ to the
face-to-face programs that have been
provided for many years and goes
beyond them in significant respects.

It brings men together online in a
‘virtual classroom’, in groups of up
to about 12, for two hours each week
over 14 weeks, guided by two trained
facilitators. Interaction between
the participants is an essential
part of the therapeutic value of
the OMBCP. A ‘moderator’ is also
present, dealing with any technical
problems that might arise and
supporting facilitators with software
manipulation.
The concept of web delivery of men’s
behaviour change programs is
innovative and designed to maximise
access for men and safety for their
partners, or former partners, and
children.

The concept was developed by a
consortium of expert organisations
under contract to Violence Free
Families and three field trials were
conducted during 2014 and 2015.
Following the success of the first
two trials, the last trial was designed
to test the limits of the program in
group size and case difficulty.
Special attention was paid to partner
and family safety when designing
the program and during the trials.
No issues were identified by any
stakeholder and no reasons identified
that safety levels will differ from
those of a face-to-face program.
Indeed, they may also prove to be
better due to the increased partner
contact and the 24/7 accessibility of
our service provider.

The University of Melbourne’s Centre for Program
Evaluation was engaged to monitor and evaluate the
trials. Key features of the evaluation were:
VFF recognises that the online men’s behaviour
change program will not suit all men or that it should
supersede face-to-face programs. We believe that
both methods of delivery should co-exist to extend
the reach and accessibility of program interventions.
The advantages of the online program are:
• Accessibility. It can be made available throughout
Australia, wherever an Internet service is available.
• Greater anonymity for men wishing to avoid public
identification and shame as perpetrators.
• Greater openness by clients, as demonstrated in
trials, improving the level of engagement.
• Up to 30% more time spent by clients on the
program, because “homework” is required.
• No need to travel, saving costs and time.
• Improved quality control when delivered from
a national hub (our research indicates that the
quality of face-to-face programs is variable).
• Economies of scale as program numbers ramp up.
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THE
DIRECTORS
DR DAVID SMYTH
Chairman.

Dr David Smyth BE (Elec), BA, PhD,
FIE Aust., FIET, is a former Director of the
Rotary Club of Brighton and Chairman
of its Family Violence Prevention
Committee.
David was a consultant to the Board
of Bayside Family Support from 1995
to 2002 (a provider of men’s behaviour
change programs), Chairman of John Knox
Close (Victorian Housing Commission
accommodation) for eight years and is a
former Director of Girrawheen Aged Care.
After a career as a telecommunications
engineer and senior postal executive, he
served for 17 years as a UN and World Bank
expert on postal legislation and business
planning.
His doctoral studies were in management
theory and industrial sociology.

PROFESSOR EMERITUS
THEA BROWN
Professor Emeritus Thea Brown PhD, was
Professor (Research) in the Department
of Social Work at Monash University and
a former Head of Department. She is also
the director of the Well Being of Children
Following Separation and Divorce, an
inter-university research consortium.
Thea’s research in the last decade has
covered family violence, family breakdown
and family law. She co-authored recent
books on “Child Abuse and Family Law”,
“Community Based Mediation Following
Parental Separation” and “When Parents
Kill Children” (2018). She was the lead
researcher in the two-year evaluation
completed in 2009 for the Rotary Club of
Brighton, LifeWorks and Australian Rotary
Health and the Violence Free Families
longitudinal study on the outcomes of face
to face men’s behaviour change programs
in Australia.
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MR GERRY AROOZOO
appointed 26 April 2017

MR BARRY HICKMAN
Deputy Chairman.

Mr Barry Hickman - Company Director
and former Chief Executive of CI Studios, a
promotional photography company.
He is a Director and Past President
of the Rotary Club of Brighton and an
Assistant District Governor of Rotary
District 9800. Through Rotary, he has
led fund raising activities, acted as a
mentor for the White Lion Foundation
for youth in trouble with the law and
shared leadership of international awardwinning water and sanitation projects in
Cambodia.
MS KATHERINE STRAIN
resigned 9 October 2017

Ms Katherine Strain Kate was the cofounder and foundation Director of
Brainwave Australia 1994 - 2008, a
charity established to support treatment
and care of children suffering from brain
illnesses. From 2002-2012 she was a
Synod Board member of St. Leonard’s
College, Brighton. She is Managing
Director of Sandangel Pty Ltd, importer
and distributor, and a Past President of
the Rotary Club of Brighton North.

MR TOM CRAMPTON

Mr Tom Crampton BA, MBA, is the
Managing Director of Trusted Impact Pty
Ltd, a specialised consulting firm focused
on information security. He has more
than 25 years of management consulting,
technology and business leadership
experience working throughout Asia,
North America, Europe and Australia.
Tom is a member of the Rotary Club of
Melbourne and was awarded the Rotary
Royce Abbey Award in 2014.

MS KERRY
KORNHAUSER

Kerry started her career in the
advertising industry with the
Clemenger’s & George Patterson
agencies. She continued in the
private health sector, creating the
biggest private hospital chain. She
now holds a management position
in a corporate hotel in Carlton.
She joined the Rotary Club of Albert
Park in 2008 and was awarded the
Royce Abbey Award in 2009. After
serving in various Board positions,
she was President of the Club in
2011/12. She is now a member of the
Rotary Club of Melbourne. Kerry is
also leader of the Women in Rotary
Network, with a mission to increase
the percentage of women members
from 17% to 30%.

Mr Gerry Aroozoo BE, Grad Dip PM, CSM,
Member PMI, has been involved in
not-for-profit organisations for over 15
years, starting as a consultant to World
Vision, Australia with their donations
management system and including time
in the field, supporting schools in Nigeria
through the Ishahayi Beach Foundation.
Gerry is passionate about making a
difference by providing a platform for
others to carry their message. He brings
a wealth of life experiences and technical
expertise, with his early professional
life involving work on complex real time
systems, including betting systems at
the TAB and major defence projects.
He is a certified ScrumMaster
(CSM) and a Project Management
Professional with the Project
Management Institute (PMI). Gerry
enjoys cycling and has
participated in the annual One Day
events, raising funds for the Peter
MacCallum Cancer Institute in memory
of his daughter, Tash.

JANINE MAHONEY
appointed 15 Nov 2017

Janine Mahoney BA, specialising
in organisational and community
transformation, Janine works to
bridge the gap between innovation,
people and purpose to create a lasting
difference. She has three decades of
experience in designing and delivering
innovative solutions that focus on
building positive experiences and
strengthening people’s connection to
family, community and culture.
Having held governance and leadership
roles within government, corporate and
community sectors, Janine has a strong
commitment to human rights and
social justice. Janine was founder and
CEO of the Safe Futures Foundation,
one of Victoria’s largest and most
innovative family violence services. She
also served for six years as the Chair
of Domestic Violence Victoria. Janine
currently holds the position of Impact
Architecture Program Director (Asia
Pacific) for IPP Consulting.

announced as one of the Australian
Financial Review 100 Women of
Influence and was also a finalist in the
2015 Telstra Businesswomen’s Awards
and 2016 Telstra Business Awards.
Janine is a member of the Rotary Club
of Melbourne and Vice President of the
International Rotary Action Group for
Family Safety. She was selected as the
2017 Family Violence Rotary Exchange
representative and spent three weeks
in New Orleans, Louisiana participating
in a global knowledge exchange.

ROBYN LICHTER
appointed 19 May 2017
Robyn is an education and business
graduate and has worked in various
industries as an educator for over
40 years. She worked in the medical
industry for 35 years and in the
medical research industry for 16 years
and currently offers essential medical
research good clinical practice training
through her company Research
Excellence Training.

Janine has presented at the United
Nations, national and international
conferences and was an expert witness
at the Victorian Royal Commission into
Family Violence. Janine was recently

Robyn was Membership Director of
the Rotary Club of Brighton 2017-18
and has been involved in various
fundraising projects.

Resignations

Life Memberships

Ms Katherine Strain

The Board had the pleasure of
recognising the outstanding
contributions of past directors Kaye
Swanton and Katherine Strain. For
their contributions, Violence Free
Families conferred Life Memberships
to both Ms Kaye Swanton and Ms
Katherine Strain.

Kaye Swanton was one of the
founders of Violence Free Families.
She provided active support for the
longitudinal research study and led
the development of the Online Men’s
Behaviour Program. As a Director of
Violence Free Families from inception,
she provided valuable guidance to
the Board and worked tirelessly to
support Violence Free Families.

MR GABRIEL HAU

Mr Gabriel Hau B Econ, M App Fin,
JD, CPA, is a Past President of the
Rotary Club of Southbank and a
Past Assistant Governor of Rotary
International District 9800. He has
over 17 years’ experience in Rotary
and has held various positions
at club and district level. He is
currently a member of the Rotary
e-Club of Melbourne.
Gabe is an accountant and a lawyer
and has worked in professional firms
and corporates both in Australia
and overseas. He also volunteered
in various legal clinics providing free
legal services to senior citizens and
homeless persons for a number of
years.

We accepted with regret the
resignation of Kate Strain from
the Board in October 2017. Kate
has been an active member of
the Board since the foundation of
Violence Free Families and she has
made a significant contribution
over many years. The positive
impact of her work will be felt by
Violence Free Families for many
years to come.

In separate ceremonies held in
May 2018, Chairman David Smyth
presented a Life Membership
Certificate, a tree and a plaque to
both of them in recognition of their
achievements and contribution to the
Violence Free Families Board.

Kate Strain played an important
role in obtaining support from
Rotary clubs, individual Rotarians,
charitable trusts and a wide range
of fundraising activities. Her passion
for the work of Violence Free Families,
working with entrepreneur Danny
Finely, brought about the “Art Horse”
project which is continuing to
generate much needed funds.
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PUBLIC RELATIONS
& FUNDRAISING
Publicity to Rotary
and Other Community
Organisations

Our Ambassador
We gratefully acknowledge the continued promotion
of our cause by our Ambassador, Colleen Hewett.

BREAKDOWN OF
REVENUE AND
EXPENDITURE

Active engagement with Rotary continued and Rotary District 9800,
which includes 65 clubs serving a large part of Victoria, continued its
official endorsement and support for our work.

The chart below shows the breakdown of sources of
income. A significant contribution from the King Family
Foundation was most gratefully received.

Directors Kerry Kornhauser OAM, Janine Mahoney and Tom Crampton
played a significant part in a successful Rotary Club of Melbourne project
to establish an international Rotary Action Group for Family Safety to
break the cycle of family violence. This is one of only 26 Rotary Action
Groups in the world for many different causes and was the outcome of
several years’ work.

Rotary Clubs continued to provide most valuable
support. A total of $22,500 was received, $10,000 of
this from Women in Rotary (sponsored by the Rotary
Club of Melbourne) from the proceeds of its 2018
International Women’s Day Breakfast.

REVENUE

Fund Raising
This year, we had a major fundraising
event – the auction of a collection of
fibreglass horse statues, referred to as
the “Art Horses”. The auction date was
the 15 November 2017, but the Art Horses
were available for public viewing for some
weeks prior to the auction.
The event was supported by many
individuals, particularly:
Jacqueline Taylor OAM (curator)
Timm Martin and National Storage
(Venue and storage)
Danny Finley (initiator of the Art Horse
collection; designer of the statues)
Robyn Lichter (coordinator of the
exhibition, auction and sales – Robyn
subsequently joined the VFF Board)
Dianna Gold (adviser on display, sales, etc.)

Private
donations
%
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The International
Women’s Day Breakfast
The International Women’s Day Breakfast at Crown
Casino attracted a capacity crowd of 1200 including
100 VCE students and continued its valued support of
Violence Free Families over the past six years. A fiery
panel discussed gender diversity issues and challenges
in the work place, with attendees taking back tips
to their offices all over a scrumptious breakfast.
The market place attracted many of our attendees
before the event commenced at 6.30am creating a
real exciting buzz, with many questions asked at the
Violence Free Families stand, with people learning and
understanding the program.

Charitable
Foundations
%

17

Interest
%

0

Rotary Clubs
%

47

Charitable
Foundations
%

30

EXPENDITURE
Opex subtotal
%

47

Office & Admin
%

32

Fleur McArthur and Beau Cameron
(artists and restorers)
Auction related sales totaled $19,000. The
remaining Art Horses created a different
kind of fundraising opportunity. We
engaged OzLink Entertainment to hire
out the horses, thus creating an income
stream. Whilst they are on display at
various venues around the country, they
are also available for sale.
Audit & Insurance
%

21
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

VFF continues to rely heavily on
Rotary volunteers and their support
is vital to realising our vision.
The efforts of the Rotary Club of
Melbourne through its International
Women’s Day Breakfast, led by
Director Kerry Kornhauser OAM, and
the Rotary Clubs of Sorrento and
Brighton North were highly valued.
A number of non-Rotarians who
share our vision also help.
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Denyse McKay, the chief architect of
our online men’s program continued
to work hard in upgrading the
program materials and working to
develop partnerships. Her unflagging
support is inspirational.

The King Family Foundation continued
its very much-appreciated support.

We are grateful to our part time
Administrative Assistant, Glenys
McInnes, who gave invaluable
assistance as Board Minute
Secretary and carrying out other
administrative work.

Kereni White of White Sites provided
excellent website and social media
management.

Blackboard international shares our
vision of what will be through online
delivery and made every effort to
help us bring that about.

We record our sincere thanks to all of
those who have contributed to our
work in the reporting period.

